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Part 1I. HEYTING'S ARITHMETIC 
§8. The systems J (H)and ~(H) * 
8.1. In t roduct ion  
We will give two formulations of Heyting's arithmetic: in the sequent 
calculus and in natural deduction. These systems will be called -3(H) and 
~(H)  respectively, or just cJ and 9Z again. Their negative fragments will 
be denoted by d-(H) and 9Z-(H) (or just cl- and eft-). 
8.2. Language 
The language includes: 
individual variables (free and bound); 
the individual constant 0; 
constants for all primitive ~cursive functions, including successor; 
the predicate constant =. 
Terms are defined inductively as follows: variables and 0 are tenThS; 
and i f f  is an n-ary function constant and t I , .... t n are temls, then 
f t  1... t n is a term. 
We write t ÷ for the successor of t, s + t for +st ,  etc. Numerals are 
defined as usual, and n denotes the numeral for the number n. 
With each closed term t is associated a unique vahw ttl ,  according to 
the intended interpretation of 0 and the fimction constants. 
Formulas .  Atomic formulas have the form: s = t. (We do not now 
have the propositional constant ±.) Formulas are built up from these as 
in §2.1. 
* This section should be compared with § 2. 
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Note. We will use the notation = both metamathematically, to denote 
syntactic identity, and for formal equality. This should not cause con- 
fusion, 
8.3. The system eJ(H) 
8.3.1. Symbols, indices, indexed ]brmulas and sequents are defined as 
in §2.2. 
8.3.2. b~itial sequents. There are two kinds: 
(a) Logical initial sequents (LIS): A i -~ A for any fomaula A and 
initial index i satisi~,ing the restriction on indices (2.2.7 (a)). 
(b) Mathematical initial sequents (MIS) have the form 
-~p,  
R i t'  
with P, Q, R atomic and initial indices i, ] satisfying the restriction on 
indices. (So, in particular, i ~ ].) (We will usually omit these indices.) 
These sequents are of three kinds: 
(i) Equalio' axioms: 
~t=t :  
s=t,  P(s)~P(:) 
for any terms s, t and atomic formula P(a). 
(ii) Peano ~ axioms/'or 9 and successor: 
s+ =t+-~s=t;  
t + =0 - * r=s  
for any terms r, s, t. 
Note. An initial sequent of the form t ÷ = 0 -* t + = 0 must be labelled as 
either a L1S or MIS (cf. the problem with l -* 1, §5.13).  
(iii) Defining equations for all primitive recursive functions, e.g. 
-~s+O=s;  
-~ S+ t + = (s+t )  ÷ 
for all terms s, t; etc. 
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8.3.3. Inference roles. There are three kinds: 
(a) Structural and 
(b) Logical, as in 2.2.6, and also 
(c) Induction (Ind): 
P -~ F0  (Fa~), A -~ Fa + 
r ,A - .  Ft 
for any formula Fa, with a possibly empty (cf. 2.2.8(b)), and the 
Restriction on rariables: a q A U (FO}. 
Here Ft is called the induction formula, t the induction term and a the 
proper variable of the inference. 
Note. It is generally more natural to call b~ the "induction formula", 
but our definition will be more convenient for our purposes (see 8.3.5(vi)). 
8.3.4. Notation. (a) Extending the convention of 2.2.8(b), we write 
(Q), (R) -~ P 
to denote any MIS (with 0, 1 or 2 formulas on the left; i.e., Q ~nd/or R 
may be missing). 
(b) We write 9, 91 , 9'  .... for derivations ending with Ind. 
(c) For a derivation cO consisting (only) of a MIS, we write: rcO = M 
(cf. 2.2.9(b)). 
(d) Convention (C) (2,2.4) is still assumed. Again, in this. connection, 
Propositions 1and 2 of  2.2. i 2 hold. 
8.3.5. Definition (cf. 2.2.10). A formula occurrence in a derivation is: 
(i) logical initial (LI) if it is in a LIS, 
(ii) mathematical initial (MI) if it is iv. a MIS, 
(ii i)-(v) principal, contracted orpassire as in 2.2.10, 
(vi) induction (Ind) if it is the induction formula of  an Ind infgrence 
(i.e. on the right of  the LS of  such an inference). 
Proposition. Every lbrmu!a ocotrrence in a deri~,ation of  cS(H) is one and 
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one only o f  the aljove; except hat i f  it is on the left side o f  a sequent it 
cannot be induction, and if on the right, cannot be contracted. 
8.3.6. Seven O,pes o f  cut (of. 2.2.11 ). Now it is convenient to classify 
cuts into seven types (not mutually exclusive): (a)~(d) as in 2.2.11, 
and also: 
(e) cut formula is MI in both US's, 
(f) cut formula is Ind in LUS, and MI in RUS, 
(g) cut formula is Ind in LUS, and principal in RUS. 
Note. If cut formula is had in LUS and not MI or principal in RUS, 
then this cut falls into type (a), (b) or (c). 
8.4. 77w syste,~ Cg(H) 
8.4. !. Rules lbr constructing derivations in ,3£ (H). (a) Trivial derivations, 
(b) contraction, and (c) Iogicat inference rules (except l): as in 2.3.7. 
In addition there are two new kinds of inference: 
(d) Mathematical: there is an "M-inference" corresponding to each 
MIS of ~5(H), viz.: 
for each MIS ~ P there ~s a O-premiss rtd ~ or axiom P; 
for each MIS Q ~ P there is a 1-premiss role -Q-Q • p '  
for each MIS Q, R -* P there is a 2-premiss role Q' R 
P 
(These M-inferences form an "atomic system", as defined by Prawitz 
[17, tl, 1.513 
(e ) blduction (Ind): 
P [Fa~,], A 
II 1 1"I2 
FO Fa + 
Ft 
with the 
Restriction on variables: a q~ A u {FO}. 
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i Here exactly one assumption class (F%)  is discharged ( i ra ~= 0), or 
none is (if ~, = 0) (cf. 2.3.4(a)). 
F0 is  called the minor premiss, Fa + the major premiss, Ft the induc- 
tion formula, t the induction term, and a the proper variable of  this 
inference; and the occurrences ofa shown in Fa and Fa + m'e called its 
occurrences at this inference. 
(There may be contractions between assumption classes in I" and A.) 
8.4.2. Notation. (a) We must distinguish between a (trivial) derivation of  
a formula A from itself, and one consisting of  an axiom (i.e., 0-premiss 
M-inference) A. So we denote the latter by placing a bar above tile A: 
So all three kinds of M-inference shown in 8.4.1 (d) can be represented 
by the schema 
(Q), (R) 
P 
(b) For a derivation II ending with an M-inference or induction, we 
write (respectively) rIl = M or Ind (of. 2.3.9(b)). 
8.5. The map so : DefieS(H))~ Der(q~(H)) 
8.5.1. Definition. This extends the map so defined in § 2.4 (ignoring the 
case rq) = l), in an obvious way: 
rob cO SOO 
M ~P P 
Qi 
Qi, R/ 
Qi, R /~ ~ p 
Ind ~ l  ~2 F IF%],  A 
P -> FO (Fa~), A ~ Fa + o ~ l  SO-7) ~ 
F, A-~ Ft FO Fa + 
Ft  
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8.5.2. Proposition. ~o is onto. Also its restriction to Der(cS-(H)) is onto 
Der(gt-(H)). 
Proof. As for 2.4.4, 2.4.6. 
8,6, The proper variable property in e3tH)and 9~(H) 
The definitions and results remain a~: in § 2.5, except hat we must 
add the phrase "or Ind" in 2.5.2 after "VR or 3L", and also after "VI 
or 3E".Also, add to 2.5.1 (a): "(vi)A- is in the discharged class [Fa~] 
and Ai+ 1 is Fa ÷ (in the Ind shown in L.4.1 (e)), or vice versa"; to 2.5. l(c): 
"and the proper variable of an Ind in ~1 does not occur in the Ind term"; 
and to 2.5.1(d): "and every, occurren,:e of a proper variable of an Ind in 
cD is in or above the RUS of that inference". 
8.7. Standard erivations 
8.7.1. Let t be a closed term with ltt := n. We can define a standard eri- 
vation in ~ o f  the formula t = ~. This contains only M-inferences, and 
gives essentially the computation of ~. (Those M-inferences are used 
which correspond to the equality axioms or the defining equations for 
the primitive recursive functions used in constructing t. We omit details.) 
8.7.2. Let Fa be any formula, and t a closed term with Itl = n. We define 
a standard erivation in o~ of  F~ from (an assumption class)Ft, and of  
Ft from (an assumption class) b'h. Both are defined simultaneously, by
induction on the complexity of Fa, as follows. 
(1) Fa is atomic. The derivations are 
II H 
t=~ Ft t=f f  t=t  
Fri (M l) and ~ = t (M2) 
Ft 
F~ 
(M 3 ) 
respectively, where MI, M 2 and M~ ~ ~e M-inferences corresponding to 
the second equality axiom schema in c5 (8.3.2(b)(i)) (where, in M 2 , P(a) 
is a = t), ahd 11 is a standard erivation of t = ~i. 
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(2) Fa is Ga D Ha. The stardard eriv, tion of F~ from Ft is 
[Gn#x~] 
111 
Gt Gt D Ht. 
(Hto) 
II 2 
Hn 
G~ D Hn 
where II 1 and II 2 are standard erivations which exist by induction 
hypothesis (for certain a,/3). 
Similarly for the standard erivation of Ft from Fm 
(3) Fa is Ga ^  Ha. The standard erivation of F~ from Ft is 
Gt ^  Ht  a Gt A Ht a 
(Gt ) (Ht#) 
Ill II2 
Gn Hn 
G~ ^  Hn 
where H l and H 2 are standard erivations which exist by induction 
hypothesis (for certain a,/3). 
Similarly for the standard erivation of Ft from FgL 
(4) Fa is Vx G(x, a). Similarly. 
(5) Fa is Gav Ha. The standard erivation of F~-~ from Ft is 
[Gt~l IHt~l 
l it It2 
G~ Hn 
Gt v Ht i Gn v Hn Gn v I~  
G~ v H~ 
where Ill and II 2 are standard erivations which exist by induction 
hypothesis (for certain a, ~). 
Similarly for the standard erivation of Ft from/;~. 
(6) Ira is ax G(x, a). Similarly. 
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8.7.3. Now (again for any Fa, t closed, ltl = n) we cma define a standard 
derivation in ci o fF-fia ~ F. t (for a suitable 13) as some derivation ~ such 
that: 
(i) ~ocD is the standard erivation in 9t of Ft  from F~, and 
(ii) the only cuts in ~ are o~" atomic formulas and proper subformulas 
of Ft  and t~L 
(Here Ga is considered as a subformula of vx Gx and ~,v Gx, for any 
free variable a not in Vx Gx.) 
Note. ~ is defined in this way since it cannot really be chosen canoni- 
cally. (We could, if we wanted, write down more conditions on ~;  e.g., 
it snould contain no logical initial sequents.) 
8.7.4. Notation. Standard erivations are denoted by 
~st Fno 
t:i~ ~ -~ Ft and Hst 
Ft 
They will be used in the "induction conversions" (§9). 
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§9.  Conversions in d-(H) and qf-(H) * 
9.1. Conversions in d- (H)  
9.1.1. The permutative conversions are defined as in §3: permutative 
cut conversions as in 3.1. i and contraction conversions as in 3.1.2. 
Essential conversions however are now of two kinds: 
(a) logical conversions (i.e. D-, A- and V-convns) as in 3.1.3; and 
(b) induction conversions: Let 
c~= 
q)l ~2 (a) 
F -~ FO (Fa=), A -~ Fa + 
r ,  A-~ Ft  
t closed, Itl = a. There are three cases: 
(i) Ind.convn 1: n = 0. 
"2)1 C~st 
c/) cony P "~ FO FO a -~ Ft  (Cut) (see 8.7.4). 
rx~ -~ Ft  
(ii) Ind-convn2: n > O, a = O. 
(Z)2(H ~-~) Q)st 
A-~ Fn F~ a-~ Ft  
conv (Cut). 
A~,t3 -~ Ft  
Uii) Ind-convn3: n > 0, t~ ~ 0. q) cony 
Ol cB 2 (0) c'/) 2 ( 1 ) cb 2 ( i i~l )  c~st 
1"-, F0 F0a, A --, F I  F I  a, A -~ F2 ... F (n -  l)a, A ~ F•, /~)~a "~ Ft 
: (n+ 1 cuts, and contrs) 
rx~,  Ax, -~ Ft 
* This section should be compared with §3. 
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where 7=anx~, 
,S = ~ u ((~ x~) u (~,-~x p) u ... u ((~"-l x ~), 
ai =dr eX ... Xa (i factors), 
and the dots represent n + i cuts (with cut formulas F0, F I ,  ..., F~), aiad 
contractions of cor~sponding formulas in the n A's (all of this performed 
in any order). 
Note. With the three new types of cut listed in 8.3.6, no conversion is
applicable ! We summarize this situation as follows, 
9.1.2. Remark (cf. 3.1.4). (a) Given any cut in a derivation, at least one 
of the cut conversions (in 3.1.1 and 3.1.3) applies to it, except in the 
following three cases: 
(i) cut formula is MI in both US's, 
(if) cut formula is h~d in LUS, and MI in RUS, 
(iii) cut formula is Ind ~n LUS, and principal in RUS. 
(b) Given any contract ion followed by another inference, one of the 
contraction conversions (in 3. 1.2) applies to it, except  in the two cases: 
P, A,,, A a -* B Fa~,Faa ,  A -~ Fa + 
P, Aau ~ -~ B (Contr) and P ~ FO Faau ~, A -; Fa + (Contr) 
F~ADB (DR) p ,A~Ft  (Ind) 
9.1.3. Praising. We extend the definition in 3.1.5 with the new case: 
(9) rq) = Ind. 
c/) 1 c/) 2 
P -~ FO (Fa~),  t~ -~ Fa ÷ 
F ,A -~ F t  
(a) '~1 cony F' co'~ ~i  ~2 F0 ~* ~ cony ~-r,A~,Ft 
% 
(b )  ~2 cO ~ 
Note. It is possible her.,; that a 4= 0 but a' = 0. 
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9;2. Conversions in c/t-(H) 
(a) Logical conversions, i.e., iemoval of  maximal formulas: as in §3.2. 
(b) blduction conversimts. Let 
r [Fa.l, 
Ill I12(a) 
FO Fa + 
I T -  
Ft, ® 
113 
t closed, Itl = n. 
(There may be contractions between assumption classes in two or 
more of U, A and O, and some of these may be discharged in II 3 . For 
simplicity of notation, these are not shown explicitly here, but i~ should 
be clear how to deal with them: cf. §3.2.) 
As in c~-(H), there are three cases: 
(i) Ind-convnl : n = 0. 
rx~ 
Hi 
w%) 
II cony Hst (see 8.7.4). 
(Ft). 0 
113 
(ii) Ind-convn2: n > 0, ~ = 0. 
1I cony  
AXB .............. 
1"I 2 (n -  1 ) 
(ni~) 
list 
(Ft), 0 
1I 3 
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(iii) Ind-convn 3 : n > O, e --# O. 
11 cony 
rx~n x3 
HI 
(F 0,~,, x ,~), A× ~,,-1 ×s 
I! 2 (0) I 
(Flan-l×~), 1"I2(1) ~xan-a x~ 
II 2 (n - 2) ~ 
(F(n- 1 )~×~ , Axe 
II 2 (,--~) 
(/~s) 
I'Ist 
( I t ) ,  0 
II 3 
9.3. Remarks on the induction conrersions in g-(H) and ~-(H)  
9.3.1. Our In&conversion rules for 9t-(H) and d-(H) can be criticized 
because they involve inserting a (logically complex) standard erivation 
of Ft  from F~ (or of Fn ~ Ft),  which seems to change the meaning of 
the derivatio,a (see [ 14]). (This can be seen particularly in the case that 
t is identical to n.) 
One way ef :woiding this is as follows. Define two formulas, A and 
A', to be ctm~putationa!ly equivalent if there is a formula F(a I . . . . .  a n ) 
and closed t~ rmss I ..... s~, t ! ..... t n, with Isil =Itit for 1 < i < n, such 
that A is F(s~, .... s n) and A' is F(t I . . . . .  tn). Now add to 9t the infer- 
ence rule 
Comp: ,~1 
A'  
and add to ci the initial sequents A i -+ A'  and the rules 
P -'~ A and 
P~ A' (Comp R) 
Aa,F-+ B 
A~, 1" -*/~ (Comp L) 
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where, in all cases, A is computationally equivalent to A'. (An approach 
like this was taken in e.g. [ 18] .) 
F~ 
Then, for Ind-conversions, we use Comp inferences - : - ,  and initial 
sequents F~ -+ Ft, respectively, in place of standard en~ations. 
This approach was not taken in this paper for the practical reason that 
it was found to complicate the treatment. 
An approach on the same lines, which may however lead to a simpler 
treatment, has been suggested by A.S. Troelstra: namely, to take deriva- 
tions as being built up, not from formulas, but from equivalence classes 
of formulas under the relation of computational equivalence. 
9.3.2. Definition. An Ind inference is called convertible if the lnd term 
is closed. 
9.3.3. Convention: If the proper variable a of an Ind inference does not 
actually occur in the formula Fa, we will assume, for convenience, that 
the Ind term is 0. 
9.4. Redundant variables in cS(H) and ~(H)  
9.4.1. Definition. A variable in a derivation in ¢J(H) or q~(H) is redun- 
dant if it is (free and) not used anywhere in that derivation as a proper 
variable. 
9.4.2. Given a derivation in cS(H) or ~(H),  we can effectively transform 
it into one without redundant variables, by replacing all redundant 
variables in it by (say).0., 
Of course, this marc result in changing the end-sequent (in el) or the 
assumptions and conclusion (in Or) if these contain any redundant 
variables. Also (more important for our purposes) it may change a non- 
convertible Ind inference into a convertible one. 
Further, observe the following: 
(i) ~ has no redundant variables i f fg~ has no redundant variables. 
(ii) If Q)I has no redundant variables and cb I cony O 2 then </)2 has 
no redundant variables. 
l f l l  I has no redundant variables and H l con,," H 2 then H 2 has no 
redundant variables. 
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(Note that (ii) applies not only to the conversions in the negative frag- 
ment that we have considered so far, but also to the conversions of § 13 
for the full systems.) 
So we can assume from now on (if we wish) that all derivations we 
deal with have no redundant w~riables (as well as the PVP: see § 2.5). 
(Of course, if a derivation has no redundant variables~ it does not follow 
that all its sub~erivations have no redundant variables: think of the case 
where it ends with a VR (or Vl), or Ind.) 
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§ 10. Strong equivalence in d-(H) * 
10.1. Statement of  result 
Strong equivalence in d-(H),  - ,  is defined as in 4.1.2. We can again 
prove: 
Theorem i. 01 -= O 2 ~ ~o 01 = ~o 0 2 . 
10.2. Some notes on the proof o f  Theorem 1 
10.2.1. Lemma 4.4(b) must be ,eplaced by: 
(b') I f  O is TCF and ~pO is (Q)' (R-------),then 0 is (Q), (R)--  P. 
P 
IC.2.2. Consider the proof of  Lemma 4.7. The case l~!  = 0 or IO 2 = 0 
works as before (using Lemma 4.4(b') now). 
Now suppose l ©1 > 0 and 10 2 > 0. There are four new cases: 
r O 1 = Ind, and r O~ = cL or Cut or Contr or Ind. These are treated as 
before. 
Further, case (10): "cL, c 'L" must be modified. Subcases (i) and (ii), 
namely, rll is an I-rule or E-rule respectively, are treated as before. But 
we must consider two further subcases (in place of (iii) there): 
Subcase (iii'). rll = M. Like (iii), but using now Lemma 4.4(b'). 
Subcase (iv). rll = Ind. Then by the proof of  Proposition 8.5.2, there 
is a TCF O such that 90  = II and rO = Ind. So, by one of the new 
cases above ("Ind, cL"), 01 - cD ~ 02 . 
* This section should be compared with § 4. 
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§ 11. Essential conversions in o3 -(H) and conversions in ~- (H)  * 
11.1. Dejinittons 
! ! .1.1. (a) The equatiotml part [ of a derivation q) is that part of 
defined inductively as follows. 
(i) Every MIS of cb is in E; 
(ii) if both US's of a cut are in E, then so is the LS. 
(b) An equational (eqnl) cut of ~ is a cut in the equational part of q). 
(c) cb is an equational derivation if ixs equational part is the whole of 
cO. 
Note. The concepts of equational part of a derivation and equational cut 
can be thought of as generalizations of ±-part and ±-cut respectively (see 
§5.13). 
1 | .  1.2. (a) An lnd-equatiot,al (tnd-eqnl) system of cuts in a derivation c/) 
is a sequence of  cuts in cZ~ haxing the form: 
91 9,,, 
Pl "*AI "'" P in 'Am (QI) '(RI) '+PI "'" (Qn)'(Rn)~Pn 
: (m +n-  1 cuts) 
(m ;a 1, n ~ 1 ). where r '-.3 i = had ( 1 ~< i < m) (see 8.3.4(b)); (Qj), (R/) -+ Pi 
are MIS's (1 ~< } ~< n); and for each of these m+n - 1 cuts, the cut formula 
in the RUS is l a descendant of) one of the MI formulas Q/, R i (i.e., not a 
formula occurrence in one of the Ft), and the cut formula in the LUS is 
(a descendant of) one of  the lnd formulas A i or MI formulas Pj. (Hence 
all the cut formulas are among the Qj, R i and Pj, and all the Ind formulas 
A i are among the Qi and R/.) 
Note. (i) We have not defined "descendant" (of a fomaula or indexed 
formula occurrence), but the meaning should be clear. 
(ii) There is an abuse of notation here: the subscripts / in (Qi), (R/) -~ Pj 
are (of course) not indices. 
* This ~¢tion should he compared with §5. 
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(b) Each cut in an lnd-equational system is called an bid-equational 
Cut. 
?: 
11.1.3. An b2d-principal cut in a derivation is one in which the cut for- 
mula is an lnd formula in the LUS, and a principal formula in the RUS. 
11.1,4. A cut is permissible if it is equational, tnd-equationai or lnd- 
principal. 
11.1.5. (a) A derivation in cS-(H) is normal if: 
(i) it has no cuts apart from permissible cuts, and 
(ii) it has no convertible lnd inference. 
(b) A derivation in 9Z-(H) is normal if no conversion rules apply to it; 
in other words: 
(i) it has no maximal formulas, and 
(ii) it has no convertible lnd inference, 
11.1.6. A derivation in cJ-(H) is strictly normal if it is normal and contr- 
normal (5,3.2). 
11 .I ,7. We define, as in 5. 1.2, tile relations 
(a) CD I ~ ~2,  
(b) II l :,.- II 2 . 
(c) ~ _> ,~', 
(d) Il ~-~- Fl', 
(e) ~i  ~" ~2 with cut formula A, 
(f) II 1 ~" I12 with maximal formula A. 
Further (for Ind-conversions): 
(g) "~ l  ~ Q2 with Ind triple (Fa, a, t)" (or, more loosely: "with 
lnd formula F t " )  means: a is the proper variable, t the tnd term, and Ft 
the lnd formulation of the inference involved. 
(h) "II 1 >-- I]2 with lnd triple (Fa, a. t)'" (or: "with lnd formula Ft'): 
similarly, 
11.2. Statements of  results 
Tile main results in this section are: 
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Theorem 1. tT~ l ~ cb 2 ~* ~0 c31 m~- ~o ~2.  
Theorem 2. cO ~, II t ~ H 2 =~ ~!c91 .~2 (~ ~ cDl ~" c92 ~ II2). 
Theorem 3, ,~ normal =, ¢.~ nc final. 
Theorem 4, ~0*b normal =, 3 rb o (Cl) > cb o ,vzd ~o normal), 
Note. These are the stone as in 5.1.3, except hat here, in Theorems 3
and 4, "cut-free" is replaced by "normal", 
I 1.3. Some remarks (m our dtqbtition o f  m,nnaliO' in eS-(H) 
1 1.3, I, The point of our definition of permissible cut, and hence of 
nonuality in cS-(H), can perhaps best be appreciated by an examinat!,m 
of the proofs of l'~eorems 3 and 4 below (or ratb, er, the lemma for 
Theorem 4: see § 1 1.8), 
What about strict normali:r'), It follows from Proposition 1 1.9 below 
that all our theorems hold with the concept of normality (in cS-(H)) 
replaced throu#lout by strict normality. (Compare with §6.9.)More- 
over, strict normality has the following stability property with 
respect o con,,ersions, 
1 1.3.2, Proposition. I f  ~7~ is strictly normal and cb conv (7)'. then 
(a) (7~' is strwt~y normal. 
(b) cb' cony eb. 
Proof. If ~ is strictly normal, then (as can be seen) the only conversions 
possible in cb are the following pem~utative conversions: 
( l ) permuting two equational cuts, 
(2) permuting two Ind-equational cuts (in the same In d-eqnl system), 
(3) permuting two contractions. 
The result follows from this. 
! 1.3,3. However, this stability property does not hold for the concept of 
normality in 03 -(H), i.e., Proposition 1 1,3,2 is false with "normal" in 
place of "strictly normal", as will be seen from the proof of Proposition 
11,9 below (case (2(c): r~  = ~ad-principal cut). 
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11.4. Proof o f  Theorem 1 
We now turn to the proofs of Theorems 1-4 in tile present case. 
Theorem 1 is proved as before (§ 5.2). There is an extra case to prove, 
namely that if q~l ~" c~2 by an Ind-convni (i = 1, 2, 3) then ¢~!  ~.~ ~0~2 
by a sequence of Ind-convns t (with the same lnd triple). 
11.5. Lemma~". for  Theorem 2 
Before considering the 3roof of Theorem 2, we point out that all the 
lemmas for Theorem 2 of §5 (i.e., § §5.4-5.7)  still hold, Consider, in 
particular (cf. § 5.5): 
11.5.1. Lemma. "¢~ : i~ '  s.t. 3) _> c~' (by contr convns)and c3' is ¢ontr- 
normal. 
Proof. We extend the proof in §5.5 (by induction on I~)  with the new 
ca se: 
Case 9. r~ --- Ind. Say 
~= 
t'-l) 1 ~ ]9 2 
P ~ FO (Fa,), A ~ Fa + . 
F, A-~ Ft 
Suppose a ~: 0. (For a = 0, tile proof is simpler.) By induction hypothesis 
3 contr-normal cD~ (i = 1, 2) s,t. ~ _.> ~ (by contr convns), where 
~1 62 
F' "~ FO Faol ..... Faon, A' ~ Fa + 
f ~1 = : (Contrs), cB~ = 
P ~FO Faa, A .~.Fa ÷ 
with P', A' singular, and a = fa t , . . ,  o n }. Put 
(Contrs), 
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~2 
Faal , ..., Faon, ,~' ~ Fa + 
C 1 
F' ~ FO Ira a , A '  -~ Fa + 
: (Contrs) 
F, ~ -~ Ft  
Then ~ '  is contr-normal and cb i> ~ '  (by contr convns). 
(Contrs of Fao~ . . . .  , F%n) .  
(Ind) 
11.6 
Theorem 2. ~/) ~ II I >- II 2 =~ ~1 "-b t ,c/) 2 (co _> q)l  ~ c'/)2 t-* ~2)- 
(Further: (a) If Ill >" II2 with maximal formula G, then ~!  ~ ~2 with 
cut formula G, and (b) if H i ~ II 2 with lnd formula Gt then ~1 ~" co2 
with had formula Gto  
Proof. (a) If11 t ~ 1-12 with maximal formula G (i.e., by a logical conw~r- 
sion), then the proof is as in § 5.8. 
(b) Suppose now II 1 ~ I12 with Ind formula Gt. We show 3c/)1 ,c/) 2 s.t. 
CO -> cb 1 and cO 1 ~- c/) 2 with tnd formula Gt,  and ~a~ 2 = Il2. The 
proof is by induction on 1,7~, with cases accord~.lg to reD. It goes as for 
part (a), except for the case rco = Ind: 
cD = 
o" r rE%l, 
F -~ FO (Faa),  A -* Fa + ~ocD ' 'COD" = 1I 1 . 
- -  F ,A - ,  Fs ~ FO Fa + 
Fs 
Let I be the Ind inference involved in the conversion of Il I . There are 
three subcases. 
Subcases (1) and(ii). I is in ~o ~ '  or ~oc/) ". As for part (a). 
Subcase (iii). I is the lnd shown (a~ rH 1 ): so Fs  is Gt. Then define COl 
and CO2 by: COl = co, and col ~" co2 with Ind formula Fs. 
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11.7 
Theorem 3. co ,,ormal ~ 9CO normal 
Proof. As in §5.10. (The point is that permissible cuts in CO cannot give 
rise to maximal formulas in ~oco, as is easily seen.) 
11.8 
Theorem 4. ~CO normal ~ 3CO o (cO > co o and COo normal). 
Proof. This is proved just as before (§ 5.12), except hat the proof of 
Lemma 5.11, on which it depends, charges. We re-state this lemma and 
prove it. 
I.emma (cf. § 5.11 ). Suppose 
% % 
cO = F -, A A ~, A-~ B 
Fx~,A~ B 
(Cut) 
with COl and CO2 normal and gco normal. Then 3CO ° s.t. cO >- cO o and 
COo is normal. 
Proof. This proceeds, as in §5.11, by induction on (~, lco). (We will 
omit the index "c~" below, since the index associated with the cut for- 
mula A will be e in all cases below.) However there are some complica- 
tions now. 
Firstly, there are, in addition to cases 1-4 (cf. § 5. I 1 ) three more 
cases to consider, corresponding to the three new types of cut listed in 
8.3.6: 
Case 5. A is MI in both US's; 
Case 6. A is Ind in LUS and MI in RUS; 
Case 7. A is Ind in LUS ant  principal in RUS. 
But in each of these cases, the cut shown (as rco) is permissible: equa- 
tional in case 5, Ind-equatior al in case 6 and Ind-principal in case 7. 
Hence CO is normal. So just take co o = CO. 
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Second ly  (and this is where things become complicated) we must 
re-examine case 2 (A passive in one US). The proof in § 5.11 proceeded 
on the assumption that rcD l and r,32 were m)t Cttt (since cD 1 and ,32 
were cut-free there). 
So ifA is passive in q~l (or ` 3.~ ) witl~ rC/)~ (or rCb,, respectively) not 
cut, we can proceed as in case 2 in §5.11. 
However we must now also consider some new cases (subcases of 
case 2): 
(i) r,31 = rq) 2 = Cut; 
(ii) r,31 = Cut, and A in ,32 is MI or principal: 
(iii) r `32 = Cut, and A in ,31 is MI or principal or had. 
(Any other subcases of case 2 can be treated by the methods of § 5. I 1.) 
Note that if r`3~ or r,32 is Cut, it must be permiss ib le (since ,31 and 
c/) 2 are nomaal). So these new cases can be conveniently subdivided in 
the following way: 
(a) r,32 = M or eqnl cut, r ,31 = M or eqnl cut. 
(b) r,3~ = M or eqnl cut, re/) l = Ind or Ind-eqnl cut. 
(c) r,3 2 = Ind-eqnl cut, rq  I = M or eqnl cut or Ind or Ind-eqnl cut, 
or A in ,31 is principal. 
(d) r,32 = Ind-principal cut. 
(c) r,31 = Ind-principal cut. 
These cases overlap with one another to some extent, but they include 
all the new subcases of case 2 (i.e., (i)-(i i i) above) (as well as cases 5 and 
6 again!). (Some combinations are impossible, e.g. "r ,3, = eqnl cut, A in 
,32 is principal", since this would require A to be both ~tomic and non- 
atomic.) 
We will consider each of these five cases in turn. 
(a) r`3 2 = M or eqnl cut, r~  I = M or eqnl cut. 
Then r,~ is an eqnl cut. So take ` 3o = ,3. 
(b) r`32 = M or eqnl cut, i `31 = bad or lnd-eqnl cut. 
Then r`3 is an lnd-eqnl cut. So, again, take ` 30 = q). 
(c) r`32 = lnd-eqnl cu~, r~ l = M or eqnl cut or lnd or Ind-eqhl cut, 
or A in `31 is principal. 
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Say 
where 
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. . .  q . . .  (Q/), (R?-~ ?~ ... 
A,A~B 
Q)2 = 
t ~-¢" F + A s ~ FrO (Fias), as sai 
9i = A[, A ;~ Fit s (Ind) 
There ~ are three subcases: 
(16 i~m,  l</<n)  
(lnd-eqnl cuts) 
(c)-(i) A is in £x~ (for some i): say A~ = A, A-.  Let 
cD~ q~; 
r ~ A A ,A -~ F)O , 
~3 = 1", A--, ,  F~ 0 (Cut) 
By induction hypothesis (since ic/) 3 < led and 9 cD 3 , being a subderiva- 
tion of~oc~, is nonnal)  3 normal c~O s.t. ~3 -> ~7)°. So take 
~0 ~; 
F ,A -~F iO  (Fiai),A:-~ Fsa ~. 
91 ... F, A-, A 7 ~ Ft .,. 90, .,. (Q/), (R/) -~ Pi "'" 
: (lnd-eqnl cuts) 
i~, A-~ B 
c~o= 
Then ~0 is normal and c/) > ¢Do. 
(c)-(ii) A is in A: (for some i): say A~' = A, A-.  Let 
r-~ A A, (Fsa0, a--~ F:~" 
~3 = r, (F~as), A--~ Fta~ (Cut) 
By induction hypothesis (since t cb 3 < i c/) and ~o c/) 3 , being a subderivation 
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of¢O,  is nonual) 3 nomaal ~3~ s.t. 0 3 >_ cO~. So take 
A; -* FiO (Fiai), f', A--~ F/a~ 
91 ... F, a;, A- -~ Fit i .., 9 m ... 
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(ap ,  (n/) -~ ?: ... 
(7) 0 = : (Ind-eqnl cuts) 
F ,A-~ B 
(c)-(iii) A is a descendmat of a Qj or R]. Then A in ~ l  cannot be 
principal, So, since r~ l = M or eqnl cut or lnd or Ind-eqnl cut, tit can 
be seen that rCl~ is itself an lnd-eqnl cut! 
To make this clearer: suppose, c.g., that r ~I  is an Ind-eqnl cut; say 
cD 
Then in fact 
... 9 k ... (Q;), (R~) -. p; 
! 
[?-~ ,4 
... ( l<k<p,  l< l ,<<q)  
(Ind-eqnl cuts) 
• . .  e l . . . .  9~ . . .  (Q;), (R;) -. P; ... (Q/), (R?-~ e: . . .  
= 
(Ind-eqnl cuts) 
f ' ,A -~ B 
(1 <~ k<~ p, 1 ~< i< m, 1 < l<~ q, 1 </~< n) ,where the cuts shown form 
a single Ind-equational system. 
So take c3° = r3, 
(Similarly if re0 t = M or eqnl cut or Ind-eqnl cut.) 
(d) r~ 2 = In&principal cut. Say 
A' -~ FO (Fa), A" -~ Fa* cO~' 
cO 2 = N ,  A" -~ Ft  Ft ,  A'" -~ B (cut) 
A,A~B 
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where Ft in cb~' is principal (and A, A = A', A", A"). 
Again there are three subcases, according as A is in A', A" or A'": 
(d)-(i) A is in A': say A' = A, A -  (So A = A-,  A", A'",) Let 
% 
F'+ A A, A--+ FO 
cb3 = F, 4 -  + F0 (Cut) " 
By induction hypothesis, :i normal ~0 s.t. ~3 ->- ~o So take 
Q)O = 
F, 4- -~ FO (Fa), A" -+ Fa + cb~' 
F, A-, A" -~ Ft Ft, A'" -+ B 
r,a-  B (Cut) 
The cut shown here is again Ind-principal, so c/)O is normal. 
(d)-(ii) A is in A": similarly. 
(d)-(iii) A is in A'": say A"  = A, 4 - .  (So A = A', A", A-.) 
Suppose for simplicity that rQ)~' = AL or VL: 
cD~" 
G,A,A- -+ B 
~2 =Ft ,  A ,  A -  -+ B 
(^L or VL) " 
Let 
I'-~ A A, G, A - - ,  B 
c/)3 = F, G, A -  -~ B (Cut) 
By induction hypothesis, 3 normal ~0 s.t. ~3 -> cD°- So take 
q)' " .  G: 2 c~, F,A--+B 
(^L or VL) 
~o =A,~ Ft Ft, F ,A - -~ B (Cut) 
F,A-+ B 
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The cut shown here is again Ind-principal, so cb° is normal. 
(Similarly if rq)~' = D L.) 
(e) r ~!  "- had-principal cut. Say 
9 
P÷ ~ C C, F' -," A 
cDl = P --- A (Cut) 
where C in ~ is principal (and P = P+, r ' ) ,  
Suppose, e,g., that rC/)] = D L: 
, [ ' " -~D E ,F"~A 
C~l = r '  (DL) C> -- A 
(so C = D ~ E, and P' = P" P"). Let 
q)';' cO 2 
L, P'" -~ A A, A-~ B 
@3- • E,F ' " ,A -~B (Cut) 
By induction hypothesis, B normal c/)0 s.t. ~3 g ~0.  So take 
9 t -+ D E, P'", A - ,  B 
(DE) p÷ q)O= ---C C,P ,A~B 
F, A -~ B (Cut) 
The cut shown here is again lnd-principal, so ~0 is normal. 
(Similarly, i f rqY t = ,~L or VL.) 
11.9. NorngdiO, and strict normality 
We conclude this section with the following proposition, in view of 
which all our theorems hold when the. concept of normality (in ~3 -(H)) 
is replaced throughout by strict normality (11.1.6; cf. § 6.9). 
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Proposition. l f  ~ is normal then 3~ + s.t. ~ ~ q~+ and ~÷ is strictly 
normal. 
Proof. Let ~ '  be the contr-normal derivation obtained from cb by the 
proof of Lemma 11.5.1 (there and in §5.5), i.e., by repeated contrac- 
tion conversions. Then ~ '  is not necessarily normal (see case 2(c) below), 
but we will define a c/)÷ such that cb' _> ~÷ and ~+ is strictly normal, 
More precisely, if
6 
P '~A 
: (Contrs) 
with F' singular, then c~÷ will have the form 
F' -*A 
: (Contrs) 
with 6 > 6 ÷ (and 6 + also strictly normal). 
The proof, i.e., construction of (6" ,  and hence) q~÷ from cO', is by 
induction on l~o c/) (= l¢CD'). There are two cases: 
Case 1. rC~ 4= Cut. This is straightforward. Suppose .g. that r~ = DR. 
(Other subcases are similar.) So 
Q)I 
r ,  (A~) ~ B c~= 
F- ,ADB 
(a ~ 0 say). Then (cf. §5.5, case 3) ~l  > contr-nonnal c/)' 1 , where 
F', Aol ,  ..., Aan ~ B 
F, A~ -* B 
(Contrs) 
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with P' singular, and a = {o I , .... o n }; and furthermore, 
G 
F', Aol ..... Aon -~ B 
@' = : (Contr A,, 1 . . . . . .  4~,) 
P '~ADB 
: (Contrs) 
P - *ADB 
6 
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By induction hypothesis (applied to cD 1 ), ] strictly normal 6~ s.t. 
So define (6 ÷ , and hence) q}+, simply by replacing E 1 by ~ in 
(6, respectNely) ~i 
Case 2. rq) = Cut. Since c/) is normal, this is a permissible cut. So there 
are three subcases: 
Case 2(a). r~  = eqnl cut. But then ~ is equational (11.1.1 (c)), hence 
c/), = ~.  So take q~+ = c/). 
Case 2(b). rq) = Ind-eqnl cut" 
= 
9; 
• . .  r i  "* A i  . , .  (Qj), (Rj) -* Pj 
r I . . . . .  I~m ,A '~ A 
... (l<~i~<m, l<~j<~n) 
(Ind-eqnl cuts) 
Then (by the method of 11.5.1) 9 i _> contr-normal 9~, where 
r,~., Ai 
(Contrs) '
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with r 6 i = Ind, and U} singular (1 < i < m); and furthermore, 
U'.-~ A i (Qi), (Rj)-~ Pi 
l 
F I , . . . , Fm,A-~ A 
(Contrs) 
(m +n-  1 cuts) 
(A is singular, since it consists of descendants of the Qi, Ri') 
By induction hypothesis (applied to the 9i), 6 i >_ strictly normal 6 + 
(1 -<. i<  m). Further, note that the cuts shown in ~ '  still form an lnd- 
eqnl system ! 
So we define ~+ simply by replacing 6i by 6 + (1 < i<~ m) in ~ ' ,  
Case 2(c). r~  = Ind-principa! cut. Take e.g. the subcase: 
Q)2 
~l  Ac,, A ~ C 
F ~ A A B A A Be,, A ~ C (^L) 
where r ~ l  = Ind. Then (again as in 11.5.1, and § 5.5, case 6) ~i  > contr- 
normal 3} (i = 1, 2) where 
~1 ~2 
F ' -~A  ^  B Ao~, .... Aon , A'-~ C 
= : (Contrs), ~2 = : (n ^ L's) 
r -~AAB AAB~ l .... ,AABan,  A ' -~C 
: (Contrs) 
A^B~, A-~ C 
with r 61 -- ind, F' and A' singular, and ct = {a I , .... on]; and further- 
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more (cf, §5,5, case 1): 
n copies 
l " - *z i^B ... F ' -~AAB 
~2 
Aol ..... Ao . ,A '  ~ C 
: (n ^  L's) 
A ^ Bol .... ,A ^ Bon, A'-~ C 
cb'= 
(n cuts: A ^ Ba~ ..... A ^ Bon) 
1"' ' A'  -.-'- C Xo! , """ rxon ,  
: (Contrs) 
I'×~, A "~ C 
But (for n > 1) these n cuts are not aft permissible! 
So we must now permute these cuts up past the ^  L inferences, to 
obtain a ^ L follows by a cut, repeated n times; i.e., we define: 
c/)+= 
F'-* AA8 
Ao~ , Ao2 ..... Aon, A' -~ C 
A ^ Bal, Ao~, ...,Aon, A' ~ C (^L) 
(Cut A ^ Bo~) 
F' Ao, ..., Aon, A' -~ C XOI • • , 
e; r o,, .... r;,o,,_,, Ao., c 
F' ~ A ^ B l~xo~, P' A ^ Ban, A' -~ C (^L) 
(Cut A ^ Bon) I" ' ,A '  
xo~ ..... FXOn "+ C 
: (Contrs) 
Fx, ~, A -~C 
where ~i -> strictly nom~al £~ (i = 1,2), by the induction hypothesis 
applied to ~gi. (We assume w.l.o.g, that the n ^L's shown in -7~ are 
applied to Ao~, .... Aan i~, that order.) 
Then ~+ is strictly normal. 
Tile other subcases (where the cut formula in the RUS of rCD is the 
principal formula of an 3 L or VL~. are treated similarly. 
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§ 12. Reduction sequences in c$-(H) and 9t-(H) * 
12.1. Normalization and strong normalization 
12.1.1. Reduction sequences in eJ-(H) and ctt-(H), and proper eduction 
sequences in cI-(H), are defined as in 6. I. ! (d), (e) and 6.4.1 (c). 
The normalization theorem for eJ-(H) is the statement: "V~ ~i~' s.t, 
cD red ~'  and ~ is normal". 
The strong normalization theorem for c~-(H) is the statement: "every 
proper eduction sequence in ci-(H) is finite" (cf. 6,8,1 ). 
12.1.2. Now all the results of §6 (in particular Theorems 1-3) go 
through, with "cut-free" and "i strong] cut-elimination" replaced 
throughout by "normal" and "[strong] normalization", 
12.1.3. Corollary. The strong nonnafization theorem ]br eS-(H) is true. 
Proof. By the strong normalization theorem for U-(H) (in tact for 
~(H): see Troelstra [23, ch. IVI ). 
12.1.4. Note. (a) Although the induction conversion rule in [23, ch.IV] 
is different from ours, the proof of strong normalization there still 
works for our system, if we take (in the notation of [ 23, 4.1.16]) the 
"induction value" of a derivation to be just 8, and notice that all stan- 
dard derivations are "strongly valid under substitution" (proved by 
induction on the complexity of the conclusion). 
(b) Uniqueness ofnorrnalJbrm m ~(H) is also proved in 
[23, ch. IV]. 
12.2. Induction-free normal fbrm.s 
We will now define a class of derivations in cJ-(H), whose normal 
forms contain no cuts (apart from equational cuts) or induction, in 
terms of the syntactic structure of their end-sequents; and hence, from 
this, define a class of derivations in 9t-(H) whose normal forms con- 
tain no induction (Theorem 1below, 12.2.5). 
* This section should be compared with §6. 
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12.2.1, Definitions. ta) Tile set of subformulas of a formula A can be 
partitioned into two subsets: p(A) and n(A), the positive and negative 
subformulas ofA.  These are defined simultaneously by induction on 
the complexity of A. 
(i) IrA is atomic: p(A) = {A ), n(A) = O. 
(ii) If A is B ~ C: p(A ) = {A } u p(C) u n(B), n(A ) = n(C) u p(B). 
(iii) IrA is B ^ C or B v C: p(A) = {A} u p(B)u  p(C), 
n(A) = n(B) u n(C). 
(iv) l fA is Vx Fx or 3x Fx: p(A) = {A} u p(Fa), n(A) = n(Fa). 
(Note: although we only consider applications to the negative fragment 
below, we have given the definition for the full language, since later 
(§ 13) it will be used for the full system.) 
(b) A logical constant occurs posit ively in A if it occurs in a formula 
of p(A); it oca ,  rs negatively in A if it occurs in a formula of n(A). 
(c) A logical constant occurs posit ively [negatively] in a sequent 
F -~ A if it occurs positively [negatively] in A, or negatively [positively] 
in some formula of  P. 
(d) For any set t'l . . . . .  cm~ cm÷ 1 ..... c, of  logical constants, a sequent 
÷ ~ 
is said to be in the class {c+l . . . .  , c m , cm+ l . . . .  , c, } if none of c 1 ..... c m 
occur posit ively in it, and none of Cm+ ! . . . . .  c n occtu" negatively in it. 
(This notation has been used by V.P. Orevkov.) 
(e) A derivation 
c3 
['-*,4 
P 
or 11 
A 
is in the class fc~ ..... cm+ I .... } if tile sequent P -~ ,4 is. 
(f) A sequent is closed if all the formulas in it are closed, i.e., contain 
no free variables. 
12.2.2. Lemma. I f  '~ is in (c~ .. . . .  Crn+ 1 , ...}, then so is [are] its imme- 
diate subder ivat ion{s] ,  unless rCB = Cut or lnd with non-atomic ut  or 
induct ion formula.  
Proof. By inspection. 
12.2.3. Lemma. Suppose c9 is normal, in the class {V ÷ } and w i thout  
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redundant variables (§  9.4). Then: 
(a) rCb~ vR, 
(b) rco ~ Ind, 
(c) i f  rco = Cut, then it is an equational cut, with closed cut formula. 
Proof. (a) rO  = VR =" ~ would not be in {v+}. 
(b) Suppose r~ = Ind, with Ind term t. Then: 
(i) t closed =, this Ind would be convertible ~, ~ not normah 
( i i )  t not closed =~ CO would have a redundant variable z
(c) Suppose 
~bl CO2 
F--> A A, A - .  B c/) = (Cut) 
P ,A -~ a 
This cut must be permissible. But rq~ ~ had (by the :same argument as 
in (b)), so it must be an equational cut. Also A must be closed, since 
otherwise CO would have a redundant variable. 
12.2.4. Lemma. f f  cO is normal, in {V + } and without redundant rari- 
ables, then so is [are] its immediate subderiration Is]. 
Proof, (a) Suppose 
COl ( - ~ -  
P- ,A  
It is immediate that COl is normal. 
% is in {V+}, by 12.2.2. It has no 
red :# VR (by 12.2.3(a)). 
(b) Suppose 
~ l  cD2 
CO- 
F~A 
redundant 
It is immediate that CO~ and c# 2 are normal. 
variables, since 
t Since (~ ~, and hence) ,~ is a~umed to hazy PVP (2.5.5), a free variaMe in t could not also 
be a proper variable in ~.  
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c/) l and cb 2 are in (V÷), ~,y 12.2.2 and 12,2.3(b), (c). They 
have no redundant wariables ince rCl) :# Ind (12.2.3(b)), and i f r~  = Cut, 
then the cut formula is clos, d (12.2.3(c)). 
12.2.5. Theorem 1. (a) I f  c~ is in (V ÷ ) and has a closed end-sequent, 
then any normal j~rm of  @ contains no Ind, and no cuts, apart from 
equational cuts. 
(b) I f  II is in (V ÷ } and has closed assumptions and conclusion, then 
its normal form contains no Ind. 
Proof. (a) From 12.2.4 and 12.2.3 (b), (c). We assume that the normal- 
ization procedure includes transforming the derivation to one without 
redundant variables. This will not affect the end-sequent, since it is 
closed. 
(b) follows immediately fro- l (a). 
12.2.6. Remark. This theorel~, is for the negative fragment only. We 
extend part (b) later (13.6.1) to the lull system Of(H). 
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§ 13. Normalization by Hinata's method 
13.1. Introduction 
We will describe a method for proving normalizabitity of derivations 
in ~(H) (i.e. with full logic) by (quantifier-free) induction on ¢0. The 
idea is due to Hinata [6] who used it to prove normalizability of 
the terms of GiSdel's theory T. 
Briefly, the method is as follows. Let II be a derivation in ~(H).  Now 
choose any derivation c9 o in eS(H) such that 9CO0 = 171. Then let 
S: coo col % co2 % ..- 
be a reduction sequence from COo ( ~; for "Gentzen-type conversion") 
obtained by the method of Gentzen [51, as adapted by Scarpellini [ i 81 
for intuitionistic systems. This induces a reduction sequence 
~0co0 ~+- ~PCOl ~"  ~Pc/)2 ~-  ... 
from II. Moreover, ifo(co ) is the ordinal assigned to a derivation CO by 
the method of Gentzen [5], then 
o(co0)> o(COl )> o(CO2) > ... ; 
so S must terminate, and hence so must ~oS, and in normal form. 
Although this method is sire'pie, it works (apparently) only for deri- 
vations II in the class {V +, 3-, v - )  (12.2.1). 
We will now go through this more carefully. 
13.2. Hinata's work 
Hinata [6] proved normalizability of the terms of Gbdel's theory T 
by the following method. 
With each term t is associated (non-uniquely) a "'tree of terms" 0 
showing how t is built up, and having t itself at the bottom node. Then 
a conversion relation on trees of terms is defined, so that if 01 cony 02 
and t i is at the bottom node of 0 i (i = 1, 2), then t I cony t2. 
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Now if we consider the well-known "isomorphism" between terms 
and natural deduction derivations, due to Cuia'y, Howard and others 
(see Troelstra [23, 4.1.6] ), then (roughly), as terms correspond to natural 
deduction derivations, o trees of terms correspond to sequent calculus 
derivations. 
Hinata's method then proceeds as in § 13.1, but in the language of 
terms rather than derivations. 
13.3. G-com,ersions in cJ(H) 
13.3.1. Let cb be a derivation in ~3(H), with end-sequent consisting of 
closed atomic fom~utas. We will define the notion of G-conversion of cb: 
q> ~ ~' ,  using the method of Gentzen [5], adapted by Scarpellini [ 18] 
t~r intuitionistic systems. 
The end-piece of ~7~ is defined as in [ 18], viz. it contains those 
sequents below which there are no inferences other than cuts and con- 
tractions. 
We assume cb has no redundant variables (§ 9.4), so of the "prepara- 
tory steps" considered by Gentzen [5] or Scarpellini [ 18], we only have 
to worry about the removal from the end-piece of logical initial sequents 
(which all occur as upper sequents of trivial cuts). 
Next, the following three possibilities arise: 
(1) There is an Ind with lewer sequent in the end-piece. Since ~ has 
no redundant variables, it~ end-piece contains no free variables at all, and 
hence any such Iud is convertible. So we perform an Ind-conversion (as 
in §9.2(b)) on such an inference. 
If there is no such Ind: 
(2) we perform a "logical reduction" on ~,  involving a cut in the end- 
piece and one of the logical constants. ~ As described by Scarpellini [18], 
this is done in two steps: 
(a) a logical reduction at this cut, as in Gentzen [5], which lesults in 
an "almost intuitionistic" derivation; and 
(b) a pruning of this, to obtain an intuitionistic derivation again. 
Either (1) or (2) applie~ unless 
(3) the end-piece of ~ is all of q>. 
a This is analogous, but not identical, to the "logical conversions" of 9.1.1(a). 
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In cases (1) and (2) (calling the new derivation ~' )  we write: ~ ~¢; q)'. 
13.3.2. Now the following hold. 
(1) If cO ~'G CD' by an Ind-conversion, then ~o~ ~}-- ~o~' by a sequence 
of Ind-conversions. 
(2) If ~ >'C cO' by a "logical reduction" involving the logical constant 
c and cut formula A, then ~oCb ~-~ ~oq)' by a sequence of c-conversions, 
with maximal formula A. (Note that c may be v or 3 here.) 
(3) If ~he end-piece of ~ is all of cB, then ~oCb is normal. 
The proof of (1) is exactly as for the case of lnd-conversions in Theo- 
rem 1 of § I 1 (see § 11.4). The proof of (2) is a refinement of that for 
c-conversions in the same theorem. (We omit details.) As for (3), just 
notice that ~ contains only atomic formulas? 
13.3.3. Ordinal assignment. We assign to each derivation q) in ~(H) an 
ordinal 0 (9 )  as in Gentzen [5], except for the case of the Ind inference 
(which is different froni the C J-inference, op. cit. ): 
r -~ FO (Faa), A ~ Fa + 
r ,  A ~ Ft (Ind) 
If the upper sequents have ordinals ~ + ... and co e +... (in Cantor 
normal form), then the line o f  inference has the ordinal ¢.O max(~'#)+l. 
The degree of a cut or Ind is defined, as in [5], as the degree of the 
cut or Ind formula (i.e., the total number of logical constants occurring 
in it). 
Then, as in [ 5 ] and [ 181 : 
o(co)> o(q;). 
(In the case of an Ind-conversion of 9 ,  notice that the ordinal of tile 
lower sequent of the standard erivation is finite, since the cuts in it all 
have degree less than that of the Ind formula.) 
These considerations complete the argument sketched in § 13.1. 
3 The remits of 13.3.2 were known to ScarpeUini in 1972 (personal communication). 
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13,4. The method for derivations in {¥÷, 3-,  v} .  
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The method of § 13.3 applies to derivations 
r 
H (or r ~ ,4 
A 
where f' u {A } consists of  closed atomic formulas. However it can be 
extended to the case that P ~ ,4 is closed and in {v + , 3 , v ). We 
briefly describe the method. 
13.4.1. So suppose ~ is in {V + , 3-, v - )  and without redundant vari- 
ables. We will define a derivation ~ *, by transfinite induction on o (~ ), 
such that ¢~*  is the nomaal form of ~ocb. 
If case (1) or (2) of 13.3.1 applies, define c~, = (q) ' ) ,  (where 
c3 ~6 cb') • If case (3) applies, let ~*  = ~.  
Now suppose none of (1), (2) and (3) applies. Then, by Scarpellini 
[ 18, Theorem 21 : 
(4) there is a lo~ca~ inference in ~,  with lower sequent in the end- 
piece, such that its, '~:.:,cipal fommla has a descendant in the end- 
sequent. 
We will call st.~n an inference a critical inference. 
Now choose one such inference, and consider cases, according to the 
inference rule. Notice that it cannot be VR, 3L or vL, since cb is in 
{V +, 3 , v }. Suppose, e.g., it is ~L: 
I'-~ A B~, A-~ C 
(~L) 
A ~ B~, P×a, &-* C 
: (Cuts, Contrs) 
A3Ba,  0 ~D 
where A 3 Ba is a descendant of A 3 Ba, formed (in general) by con- 
tracting (descendants of) A 3 B~ with other indexed foimulas. 
Now by permuting the cuts shown i~t cO (but not the contractions) 
above the 3L, we obtain a derivation 
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( '~  t ----. 
F' -~ A Ba, A ¢ ~ C 
' A' (~L)  A ~ B~, Px~, -* C 
: (Contrs only) 
A~ B~, 0 -* D 
where 
Q)I Q)2 ¢ 
c/) 1 =- -  c/)~, =__  and ~,=~c/ )  
: (Cuts) : (Cuts) 
Now we cannot say that o(q)') < o(C/)). However it is true that 
o(CB~) < o(C/)) (i = 1, 2). Moreover, c/)~ and cb~ are in (V ÷, 3-,  v -}  
(by 12.2.2) and have no redundant variables. So by the induction hypo- 
thesis applied to these derivations, we can construct (c/)' l )* and (q)~)* 
as required. Then c/), is defined by substituting (~)*  for cD~ (i "- 1, 2) 
in c/),. 
The other cases for critical inferences (3R,  ^ R,  ^ L, vR, 3R) are 
treated similarly. 
The fact that ~ cD* is the normal ]brm of ~c/) is easily shown by in- 
duction on o (~)  (following the inductive construction of q)* from ct)). 
In fact ¢c/). is normal in the strong sense of having no maximal segments 
(Prawitz [17, II, 3.1.2-3] ), even though the reduction of,pq~ to ,pq)* 
given by this method oes not include the permutative conversions for 
vE and BE (7.8.1). 
13.4.2. The reasons for restricting derivations to the class (v ÷ , 3 , v } 
are as follows. 
Firstly, if the critical int'erence in case (4) were vR or 3L, the sub- 
derivation obtained by the reduction (corresponding to c/)' l or ~ in 
the case 3 L, above) would, in general, have a redundant variable (name- 
ly the proper variable of this inference), and so there would be no 
guarantee now that (for case (1)) an lnd with lower sequent in the end- 
piece of this subderivation would be convertible. 
Secondly, suppose we had a critical inference vL, and permuted it
with the cuts below it to obtain a derivation cD' (as with 9L). Then, in 
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general, ~c9' ~ ~q)! ~This is the situation we encountered in §7.2: ¢c~ 
reduces to ¢c9' by an improper eduction.) 
13.5. Remark on the type of  reduction given by this method 
Considering again the correspondence b tween terms and derivations: 
the reductions given by this method need be neither "from the inside" 
("strict reductions": see [23, 2.2.2] ) nor "from the outside" (elimina- 
tion of "main cuts", as in [ 14] ). In fact (supposing s red s', t red t') we 
may have (~v, s)t reducing to s[x/t] or (;kx'.s)t' or (~'.s')t u~dess (in 
the last case) :. red s' by the conversion of a subterm containing x. 
Further, the reductions ~re not necessarily "restricted" in the seuse of 
[71, since we may have Xx.s red kx',s', even (now)by the conversion 
of a subterm of s containing x. 
Note that the above just states which conversions are possible at all; 
however, which conversions are actually available at any stage in a given 
reduction of a given term (or derivation in 9Z (H)) depends largely on 
which tree of terms (or derivation in 6(H)) was chosen to represent i at 
the start. 
13.6. Induction.free normal ]brms again 
This method yields the following simple corollm i. 
i3,6.1. Corollary. I f l l  is in {V ÷, 3-. v-} ~md has closed assumptions 
and conclusion, then its normat fbrm contains no Ind. 
Proof. Take any ~2~ such that ¢c9 = II. Then the normal form of l I  is 
,pc/)*, where 9"  is obtained from c9 by the method of § 13.4. It is easy 
to see that cb* (and hence Cob*) has no lnd (by induction on o(Cb ), 
following the construct_ion of c9, from c9). 
13,6.2. Remark. This is an extension of the result (§ 12, Theorem l(b)) 
for 9t-(H). However it is not the best possible, since D. Leivant (1974, 
unpublished) has shown, by a direct anal/sis of normal derivations in 
~(I-I), that tile result actu~ly holds for the class {¥ ÷, 3-) .  
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13.7. Assessment of Hinata's method of proring normali:abiliO, 
Since normalizability (in fact, strong normalizability) for ~[ (H) is 
known to hold (by a "computability" or "validity" type of argument: 
see [23, ch. IV] ) we must ask what value, if any, fl~e present proof has. 
Firstly, it has independent interest, since it is a proof by induction 
on e0, (and, in fact, can be formalized in primitive recursive arithmetic 
plus quantifier-free induction on e 0). Secondly, it gives information on 
the normal form obtained (§ 13.6). But its chief merit lies, I think, in 
its simplicity. 
Its main drawback is that it works only for derivations in a ~imited 
class: {v +, 3-,  v-}. 
It would be interesting to see if this method could be refined to prove 
normalizability for arbitrary derivations in ~(H),  or even strong normal- 
izability. 
Arndt [ 1 ] proves normalizability by an assignment of ordinals directO, 
to derivations in ~(H).  His method has the advantage of working for 
arbitrary derivations. However the method escribed here seems impler. 
It may also be possible to prove normalizability by a direct ordinal 
assignment to derivations in 9~(H), similar to that of Howard [ 7 ] for 
the terms of Gbdel's theory T (using again the isomorphism between 
terms and derivations). 
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